Truly Random Results:
You Can Bet on It!
True radomness can hardly ever be proved. However, latest experiments on quantum systems deliver truly random results — guaranteed!
The lottery, the roulette, and the trivial flipping of a coin all
have one thing in common: apparent randomness. But is what
appears to be random really random? How can we be sure of
the randomness of a physical phenomenon? An international
network of researchers has proposed a way to produce provably random numbers by relying on a property of quantum
physics that had already troubled Einstein: the non-local correlations of entangled quantum particles.
Randomness is an important ingredient in many fields of
science, technology and, of course, gambling. However, most
processes that we call random are typically no more than
something that is unpredictable to us, but not truly random.
For example, if you are playing the lottery, you rely on the
draw to be random — and random, in this case, simply means
that all participants have the same chance of winning the
jackpot. If you were able to know the exact positions of every
lottery ball, the exact movement of the container, all the air
currents and everything else influencing the draw, you could,
in fact, predict the winning numbers! The reason why we call
the outcome of the draw random is simply the fact that there
are too many parameters to keep track of, which prevents us
from being able to predict it.
There are, however, intrinsically random processes in nature: the decay of atoms or the result when measuring certain quantum states, for example. In fact, this bold claim of
intrinsic randomness was so revolutionary in the early days
of quantum mechanics, that Albert Einstein famously refuted it. In short, quantum mechanics predicted a new type of
instantaneous correlations between distant particles called
entanglement. Einstein and his co-workers were convinced
that such correlations could only be a simplified (effective)
description of an underlying effect which was intrinsically
deterministic. Since quantum physics, however, described a
probabilistic (random) process in which the physical system
did not always define all of its properties deterministically,
Einstein and many others were convinced that something had
to be missing in quantum theory. Together with other scientists of his day, he therefore developed a Gedankenexperiment
(a thought experiment) involving measurements on particles
that were distant but also correlated, which raised doubts on
the completeness of quantum theory [1]. From the point of
view of randomness, one implication of their claim was that
true randomness was only an illusion originating from a lack
of information or an excess of complexity. According to Einstein’s picture of the world, things had to be predictable.
“The original concept of intrinsic randomness took quite
some time to mature,” Antonio Acín, who led the research
efforts at ICFO in Barcelona explains. “Einstein’s refusal of
entanglement led him to believe in so-called hidden variables
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Figure 1: A random guess. Attempting to guess the
random draw of the lottery is a matter of pure luck,
even though, in principle, these draws can be described
by deterministic laws of physics.
which would turn any apparently inherent randomness into a
merely perceived randomness.” Of course, such a proposition
was extremely hard to test. The mere idea of finding a hidden variable therefore seemed a conceptual contradiction for
almost three decades. “John Bell [2],” Acín continues, “found
an experimental setting, called Bell-test, which would give
different values for hidden-variable models and quantum
theory. In these tests, he was able to develop an inequality
which would hold for hidden variable systems but be violated
by entangled (correlated) quantum particles. That is, the correlations between the results of measurements on entangled
quantum particles cannot be reproduced by hidden-variable
models. The experimental observation of these quantum correlations, known as non-local correlations, would ultimately
prove or disprove Einstein’s claim that quantum physics was
merely a simplified description of a more profound physical
process.”
Just like Einstein’s objection, however, Bell’s proposal was
far beyond the technical possibilities of his time. Not surprisingly, it took almost twenty years until the first conclusive
experiments could finally be performed. “The Bell experi-
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ments of 1982 [3],” Acín explains, “indicated that non-local
quantum correlations did exist in nature and showed that
Einstein’s claim of hidden variables was wrong. At the same
time, this meant that quantum physics had to be taken very
seriously and that intrinsic randomness was a fact.”
Acín and coworkers now produced truly random numbers
by inverting the experiments that disproved the existence of
hidden variables. “We based ourselves on the fact that the violation of Bell-type inequalities implies that there was intrinsic randomness in the system,” Acín explains. “Once we know
that it is impossible to create all of our resulting numbers by
non-random processes, we can compute which proportion of
our experiment was intrinsically random.” In essence, the researchers measure to what extent they have created non-local
correlations in their experiment. For a fully entangled system,
all numbers would be random. For a set of numbers originating from a noisy entangled system, the entire draw would not
be certifiably random. Therefore, the researchers calculated
bounds describing how many truly random numbers could
be extracted in this case. Hereby, their approach allows us to
deduce the amount of randomness extractable from an entangled setup.
“The generation of truly random numbers is a great conceptual and technological achievement!” Valerio Scarani [4]
from the Center for Quantum Technologies at the National
University of Singapore says. “The big step achieved in this
research,” he points out, “is that we are now able to quantify
the intrinsic randomness based on the violation of the Belltype inequalities.” Scarani thinks that this new possibility will
be highly relevant whenever people want to be sure that they
are really dealing with true randomness. As an example, it is
now possible to check if a quantum cryptography system is
really using safe random numbers or if somebody might be
cheating.
“Quantum information brought about a new way of reasoning,” Scarani points out, “which is really starting to have a
great impact on the way we approach open problems.” Random numbers, quantum algorithms, or even fundamental
concepts of physics [5] are very active fields of research today.
“The number of links from quantum information to cryptography, computing, fundamental physics, and even applied
science, according to both scientists,” Acín concludes, “is truly inspiring. And if the past achievements give any indication
of what lies ahead, we can really look forward to an extremely
interesting future!”
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Figure 2: Entanglement and randomness. In
Bell-type experiments, the correlations of two distant
particles are indicating if these distant objects are entangled or not. Two parties A and B take independent
measurement a and b of presumably entangled objects
originating from a source S. Each measurement can have
outcome D+ or D-. A Coincidence measurement (CM)
allows to determine if the experimental results can be
explained by classical (hidden variable) theories. Thus
if the particles are entangled, no classical correlations
(and thus no cheating) can explain the outcome of the
measurements and it is possible to generate truly random numbers.
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